Sharing common understanding of the structure of information among people, enable reuse of domain ontology and make domain assumption explicit are the reasons why we develop the multimodality image retrieval system. Sport News Ontology is the explicit formal specification of terms in the sport news domain and relation among them. We incorporate the terms with the "garden resource" in DBpedia to enrich our multimodality ontology and improve the performance of image retrieval system.
INTRODUCTION
Ontology is beginning to gain interest among image retrieval. Comparing with the previous studied, much research emphasized only on single modality ontology for example traditional keyword-based information retrieval technique performs keyword searching in documents by matching the keywords that users specify in their queries (Vallet et al., 2005) . On the other hands, research in content based image retrieval only focus on visual contents or low level features like color, texture and shape of query the image (Smuelders et al., 2000) . Due to that the existence of the multi-modality information concept has replaced the original concept of single-modality information -which is focused on text or image features, that having some limitation. With the establishment of the concept of multi-modality information, many sources of information and development have been carried out in which it had introduced the concept of ontology and semantic matchmaking in image retrieval. Most of the research in multi-modality ontology work to bridge the semantic gap between the low level features and high level concept (Wang et al., 2008) ; (Hyvönen et al., 2005) . In our research, we develop the multimodality ontology not only to bridge the semantic gap but to enrich the concepts in the ontology through the interlinking data in DBpedia. BBC Sport has huge collection of online news and it become common on the World-Wide Web. Due to that, we collect manually the data from the BBC Sport and use it as our data set collection.
BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH
Ontology is a key element of the semantic knowledge and as solutions to the problem of semantic annotation. It involves the concept and relationship that can create custom relationship between the entities with other entities. It is very important to help in searching for information on the textual description and visual description. And this ontology concept is widely used as a solution to the problem of semantic heterogeneity among domain and also provides shared knowledge. Effectiveness has been proven to result from a study made by (Wang et al., 2008) which has been designing ontology as a middle-level for connecting between the low-level features and the high level of human concepts. And then, in the study done by (Hyvönen et al., 2005) they have adopted the ontology in image retrieval to solve the problem of knowledge encapsulation in semantic annotation. In current research on ontology, the focused is on bridging the semantic gap between the low level feature and high level concept, and adopting lexical dictionary like Word Net in the research. Although, studied conducted by (Wang et al., 2005) was closely related with our research but they do not implement Linked Data Technology in their research. However, our research we are adopting the DBpedia as a source to create a large-scale multi-modality ontology concept. And this ontology concept is able to extract additional information from the web pages and increase the concept detection accuracy. With the huge collection of concepts and resources in DBpedia, we believe it can be a main knowledge source to extract the domain concept and increase the efficiency of our multi-modality description. We develop an ontology image retrieval to show the essence of Linked Data Technology like DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009 ) in our multi-modality ontology and it will also semantically rich the ontology and improve the precision of the retrieval as compared to conventional methods. In this research we are not only looking into the sports knowledge but we need to focus also on the news as source of information. We combine both the sport and news concept in our textual information in order to enhance our textual description ontology. There are three separate aspects to this effort: first, we collect domain knowledge of sport including the type of sports, category, physical equipment, location and etc; secondly, sport images with their related news are collected by hand from BBC Sport from Internet to set up an image database, from which the low level feature are extracted; thirdly, we associated domain knowledge and image features to construct the ontology.
ONTOLOGY CONSTRUCTION
Ontology is a key element of the semantic knowledge and as solutions to the problem of semantic annotation. It involves the concept and relationship that can create custom relationship between the entities with other entities. It is very important to help in searching for information on the textual description and visual description. And this ontology concept is widely used as a solution to the problem of semantic heterogeneity among domain and also provides shared knowledge. Effectiveness has been proven to result from a study made by (Wang et al., 2008) which has been designing ontology as a middle-level for connecting between the low-level features and the high level of human concepts. And then, in the study done by (Hyvönen et al., 2005) they have adopted the ontology in image retrieval to solve the problem of knowledge encapsulation in semantic annotation. . In current research on ontology, the focused is on bridging the semantic gap between the low level feature and high level concept, and adopting lexical dictionary like Word Net in the research. Although, studied conducted by (Wang et al., 2005) was closely related with our research but they do not implement Linked Data Technology in their research. However, our research we are adopting the DBpedia as a source to create a large-scale multi-modality ontology concept. And this ontology concept is able to extract additional information from the web pages and increase the concept detection accuracy. With the huge collection of concepts and resources in DBpedia, we believe it can be a main knowledge source to extract the domain concept and increase the efficiency of our multi-modality description. We develop an ontology image retrieval to show the essence of Linked Data Technology like DBpedia (Bizer et al., 2009 ) in our multi-modality ontology and it will also semantically rich the ontology and improve the precision of the retrieval as compared to conventional methods.
In this research we are not only looking into the sports knowledge but we need to focus also on the news as source of information. We combine both the sport and news concept in our textual information in order to enhance our textual description ontology. There are three separate aspects to this effort: first, we collect domain knowledge of sport including the type of sports, category, physical equipment, location and etc; secondly, sport images with their related news are collected by hand from BBC Sport from Internet to set up an image database, from which the low level feature are extracted; thirdly, we associated domain knowledge and image features to construct the ontology.
Domain Ontology
In establishing this ontology we use sport news as domain ontology. Sport news ontology consists of two different ontology; sport ontology and news ontology.
Sport Ontology
In the phase of development of sport domain ontology we begin by searching for classification and taxonomy of sport on the Wikipedia and other online sources. We list all the classification and taxonomy that are available on the web, as an example suggested by Basile (2011). Details are available from the department <www.imnc.univparis7.fr/basile/sportsclass.html> there are seven sports classification; team versus individual, qualitative versus quantitative, absolute versus relative, automatic versus judgment, external versus human, physiology versus precision and competition versus leisure. And another classification was suggested by Wikipedia (2011) and details are available from the website <http://en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/Game_classification> which classifies games according to three major categories: the game's physical requirements (i.e. what the game requires in addition to the players -equipment, size and nature of playing field, and so forth), the structure of the game (i.e. number of players, groupings of players, strategies, and so forth), and the game's personal requirements (i.e. what the game requires of the player -motor skills, fitness levels, numeracy, social skills, and so forth).. Finally, we group all the classification of sport collected from various sources according to the Wikipedia standard of category, where it covers all aspects of the classification listed in our list. Then for selection and matching we do it by hand. We divide it into three main classes in the sport domain, ball games, racquet games and autoracing games. In this research we will use a collection of news and image from BBC Sport News as our main dataset with range of year January to December 2009. In view of this, we choose 12 types of major sports in the BBC and classified it according to our three sport classifications under the domain of sport as our subject experiment. Based on domain knowledge, we filter the hyponym relationship between two concepts in the ontology as a subclass of this property. For example, baseball is type of ball games (hyponyms), so baseball is defined as an instance of ball games in the sport domain ontology. Then, we enriched the information of baseball by putting owl:sameAs : http://dbpedia.org/resource/Baseball. User can get details information about the baseball game.
News Ontology
News ontology is produced by looking at its own ontology information contained in any news that is extracted from the BBC Sport website. Entities that exist at all this news can be seen clearly because the way of writing news article are direct and static. At the same time we use a data set that directly focuses on the sport issues. While the selection of articles is based on images that show the action of real sports like football players pictures example kicking a ball or basketball player is throwing the ball into the nets. We list all the common entities which exist in each of the sample news article in our collection. Then from the common entities we can see the pattern by remaining the entities and relationship.
The extraction directly from the News concept in DBpedia has facilitated the preparation of a list of entities and relation that we have obtained. This is because most of the information on the BBC Sport clearly visible in the relationship and the concept ontology. For example, title, author, date, URL, source and abstract are the basic metadata that should be on every news article. Therefore we only need to import the News ontology inherent in DBpedia.
Textual Description Ontology
The textual information is a clear indication of the image retrieval. However, in most cases the textual information is often contained into isolated and inappropriate use of keywords in the query and retrieval. At the beginning of research in the keyword-based retrieval system has proven that it is not efficient if we only match the user query with a single keyword. In this case, a lot of incorrect result will be returned because of polysemy arises in a different context. Therefore, to solve this problem we need to provide semantic interpretations for the word based on a different context, where it can be produced with the inclusion of domain knowledge. Therefore, the establishment of a formal ontology is important whereby the domain ontology can be adopted by both domain experts and end users. In this study, we chose to BBC Sport as a category data set to extract the class and relationship definitions. We chose BBC Sport as a source because it has classified sport into the type of sport, standard and unified description of the various aspects that involve more than 30 types of sports. Not only have that, BBC Sport also had images, text description and surrounding text for all sport news description. The purpose of using datasets from BBC Sport is to capture the high level of textual information. The narrative description of sports news will be converted into class and property. From 30 types of sport in the BBC, we only choose 12 popular types of sport, and we limit our data set into a year 2009.We downloaded the BBC Sport description pages, parse the page content and extract the sports news to further facilitate the ontology construction. We do all the process by hand, and when we come to extract the entities and relations we used OpenCalais Submission Tool (2010). Details are available from the website <http://www.opencalais. com>. Most of the general sports descriptions, like category, physical requirement, league, location and athlete, are now available. In the next step, we collect all the entities and manually generate the statement contained inside the narrative description to build up our ontology. We collect the high level of information and summarize it into the classes and properties in our textual description ontology. Several classes have been defined like Category, League, SportPerson and PhysicalRequirement, and semantic relationships have been generated to connect different concepts including hasCategory, hasLeague, hasLocation, hasPhysicalRequirement and hasPerson. By defining this ontology, certain sport concept can be correlated with the sport domain knowledge. It has provided a more detailed semantic interpretation of sport news keyword, where it helps the image retrieval system to identify whether a specific keyword in the document is relevant to user queries or not. Once the textual description ontology is created, the generated classes in the domain ontology will be associated with the corresponding textual information by using the properties defined above. With the help of OpenCalais Tools, we are able to collect almost 300 concepts and relations, which guide us to build up our textual ontology. Then, for the next steps in our multi-modality ontology we will build up our visual ontology description which use image annotation and low level description.
The detailed example was providing in Figure 1 on how an image is mapped to the ontology together with the matchmaking process.
Visual Description Ontology
After processing and analyzing the textual information, we are able to generate the domain knowledge for the high level descriptions for concepts and their correlations and then encapsulate all the knowledge into a well-defined ontology. However, as we mention before to apply the semantic matchmaking in image retrieval, only having textual information is not enough. There is a lacking between web images and textual information. The textual description was unable to represent the content of the image correctly. Due to that, we need to generate the knowledge from the low level feature of each image to enhance the performance of our semantic matchmaking. Different from the previous method of Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR), we cannot directly generated semantic matchmaking from low level features however we need to build a knowledge base from the low level feature by extracting the terms and correlations. Finally, the knowledge generated from the high level textual information and low level features will be incorporated and used as knowledge based in semantic matchmaking.
To build the knowledge based for low level features, we first annotate the raw image in our collection using the LabelMe toolbox (Bryan et al., 2008) . Then from the annotation, we are able to classify the term accordingly. Then, we handle the problem of extracting the knowledge from the low level features of images using supervised learning technology. We extract the low level features like edge histogram, dominant color, color structure and region shape which provide the color and texture description for image content. Then, we manually develop the image classification. The class labels used in classification is associated with the terms defined in the knowledge. For example in sport image analysis, images are first classified as RGB or grayscale images. Since grayscale cannot provide a lot of information as compared to RGB images, that why we need to distinguish between these two kinds of images. At the same time, we also classified image into Outdoor and Indoor category. For all Outdoor images, we further classify them into field and OpenAreaScene category. And for Indoor images, we classify it to court and CloseArea category. Then we further classify the content images into physical equipments and the individual examples shuttle, tennis ball, racquet, ball, net, bat and bat. After the classification, each image has a set of labels to describe its content, which are to be matched with the concepts defined in the knowledge base. Through this, we convert the low level features of images to a set of terms which can be utilized by semantic matchmaking, thus incorporate the high level textual information with low-level image attributes. Now we have the high level information extracted from the low level image attributes in semantic matchmaking, and we need to incorporate the information into knowledge base. Therefore, we create an ontology from the visual concept that been extracted. This visual concept becomes component of sport description ontology system. And then, to build the visual ontology, we extract the image classification scheme as a class in the ontology and then classify the categories under the classification as its subclasses. For instance, ContentType is defined as a class under visual ontology, and then based on classification scheme ContentType will classify into Indoor image and Outdoor image. After that, for Indoor images, the examples of instances are court and CloseArea scene. Therefore Indoor and Outdoor are defined as a subclass of ContentType and court and CloseArea as the instance for Indoor images. The next step is associating the generative classes under sport ontology with corresponding visual concept. For this stage we use human expert to generate the relationship between the sport and visual because it is not easy to generate it automatically. We manually create the relationship between the domain knowledge with the textual ontology and visual ontology. Then we can extract the semantic relationship from the low level features like hasPixColor, hasEnvironment, hasContent and hasPhysicalEquipment. Now for every sport image we have high level descriptions generated not only from textual information but also from low-level image attributes. Thus, it will enhance the performance of our semantic matchmaking system and provide more accurate semantic interpretations. Figure 1 shows the structure of the sport news ontology in our system. Here in this figure, we use oval and ellipse to show the predefined class and generated class respectively. We only show some of the ontology due to limited space. We provide two sample types of sports, tennis and baseball to show how we construct and define the concrete animal concept. This ontology is open to further construction. As we can see from the figure, tennis and baseball are two generated classes under the super-class of game. Then, from the textual description ontology, we can know that tennis has category individual whereas baseball has category team. From the visual description ontology, we can see that the physical equipment for tennis is Tennis Ball and physical equipment for baseball is Base Ball, even though in the query they share the same keyword ball. And at the same time we can see that visual description ontology help to filter a majority of inaccurate result. It is because visual description ontology supports a lot on the contents on the image and annotates all the concepts in the content image including the low level features. Then we add owl:sameAs http://dbpedia.org/resource/Raqibul_ Hasan. The sample output for the ontology can be seen in Figure 2 in the form of graph.
ONTOLOGY IN THE IMAGE RETRIEVAL FRAMEWORK
The approach or work flow model of the multimodality ontology driven retrieval system is as illustrated in Figure 3 . It was divided into three main modules; Domain Knowledge Building, Textual Content Analysis and Semantic Interpretation for Image Contents.
Textual Content Analysis
In this experiment, a dataset was set up from the collections of BBC Sport News which have been process to separate the images and textual contents in order to construct the ontology for text and image. We used the multimodality sport news to load disparate data and content into semantic matchmaking module that will enable data integration between visual description ontology and textual description ontology to be communicating with the domain concept. Semantic Interpretation for Image Contents. To build this knowledge, firstly we define a set of terms which are relevant to the image content and we assume these terms can be distinguished using lowlevel features. We use supervised learning technology to extract the knowledge from the low level features. Due to that, images in our collection will be segmented in order to capture the low level features. In this pre-process, image segmentation is needed to extract the colour layout, dominant colour and edge histogram descriptors. Domain Knowledge Building. In domain knowledge building, analyzing concepts from various sources such as Basile (2010) and Wikipedia (2011) been done. The domain knowledge shows the upper level hierarchy of sport ontology. It shows the term and relationship of sports and its category. Then, we come out with the triple concept to show the relationship between term and properties. 
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this research is in progress and only the first phase is completed. Much research has been done on image retrieval (Noah et al., 2009 ); (Noah et al., 2008) , however only limited research focuses on the multimodality ontology with the usage of knowledge sharing communities like DBpedia in creating and supporting domain knowledge. This research is being conducted in the hopes of contributing towards the development of ontology and semantic research, and subsequently enhancing image retrieval systems. In this paper we have discussed on multimodality ontology with the supporting domain knowledge like DBpedia to give more meaning and concepts towards the textual ontology and the visual description ontology. In this way, ontology is not only to bridge the semantic gap between the low level features and the high level concepts however it also enriched the resource of information and interlinking open data set. As we inform early, our research is in progress so we now looking into the development of image retrieval system module and semantic matchmaking module.
